Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Cool Games for Parties
For parties and events we have also other games that are not necessary only bouncy
houses. We have the Lasser Tag in which you or your children can play anywhere, whether
at home, school, or even in parks and woods. Any open or close space works for this game.
This is a great game for all ages.
Another game non-inflatable that we offer is the new xbox kinect. We provide you with
everything from the giant panel and projector so you fill totally immersed in the game, also
very cool video games, and our referee that will establish the rules and scores. You will see
that this game, recently released on the market is absolutely brilliant! All your family and
your friends will love it. With this new video game, you don't need controls, you are IN the
game! Your body is the control!
We also offer our Aqua Ball, which is perfect to play in your pool and walk in the top of the
water. If you do not have a pool, we can even provide you one!
Finally, do not hesitate to rent our cotton candy machine which is essential for any party!
You have the opportunity of having this machine at your party. Your guests will love it!

Aqua Ball
Dimension:
2.5 diam
8.2" diam
Price:$225
+ More details
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Lasser Tag
Dimension:
300m
330 yards
Price:$350
+ More details

Xbox Kinect
Dimension:
4x3m
14" x 10"
Price:$250
+ More details

Cotton Candy Machine
Dimension:
60 cm
Price:$120
+ More details
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Regarding the practical aspect of things, we offer the best value for you money in the
market, including the delivery service and assembly of inflatable games*. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact us or send us an email. We will do everything to
satisfy you!
Remember that we also have bouncing houses for kids. For more information, please visit
our bouncy houses for children section.
We invite you to review our bouncy houses promotions. You can also follow us
on Twitter to keep you informed of our latest promotions. We also invite you to attend
our blog bouncy games. Should you have further questions about anything, feel free to
call us, we will be happy to assist you.
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